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1. Opening
1.1. Communications
1.1.1. GMR [Ivo]
During the GMR-meeting is the movie of the pendulum string shown.
The indicators are discussed, which indicated that the score on confidence was not
enough. This is an important issue.
Board formation: the new regime to the replacements m.b.t. pool comes back at the
next meeting.
1.1.2. MR-page on the internet
Sanne is working to complete this page for the site.
1.1.3. AC [S]
No announcements from the AC (Sanne not present).
1.1.4. Managing board [Robert, Marian, Sultan]
The subsidy for the music education at school is in. The music group that
participated at the music contest is in the semi-finals. This will take place on 24
November.
Internationalization: this is a grant application for the new school year goal is to
English teachers to improve, so there's also better in English lessons.
Also in English next year, as parents like to go inform bv. about the evening 4-day,
so that the children can take part in activities within the district. But also further
information related to the school, such as the website in English. A conversation
about this has already taken place with the website builder.
This is an important topic for next year!
2. Educational subjects
2.1 WED. Next Academy [Gijsje]
The grant for this is within we can proudly report! The conversations have been with the
children, with the aim to hear what their own wishes and ideas on this. The Fontys would
like to accompany the process further how this form. The SKPO thinks along.

The team is excited. We can submit our questions in business, the Sling rope is leading in the
plan. Like to involve parents, such as the formation of a think tank. This will be communicated to
all parents via the website.
Gijsje is next year 2 days roamed this further with each other shape to be able to go.
2.2 Schoolresults/plan of action [Robert]
CITO score this year was 537.4. A fine score we are proud as a team. The focus lies
with spelling. We are curious about the results of next year at the new forms of work.
2.3 Careplan (Robert)

The care plan is currently being evaluated and prepared for the coming year by the
guidance team. It comes back on the next MR meeting.
3. Parent/child-subjects
3.1 Communication: ambiguity towards parents [Leon]
There is (again) indicated that at present there are too many channels.
Facebook will continue to be used to have a look at the school to keep giving and to be
an example of a good use of social media.
The website is maintained. The idea is further to the targeted messages via Parnassys to
let go. This is currently in a class tried out.
3.2 Water-move [Robert/K]
The email exchange by Kees with the municipality has worked! There is action emerged
and the start of the renovation of the temporary building has begun. Yesterday, Robert again a
construction meeting.
GER, Marie-José and Patrick do a lot of work on the process of Water around the move
goes smoothly.
The municipality is there for to ensure that the building ready on time, it is now properly
caught and there is trust that this goes well! It is also so communicated to the team.
The problem of parking is still discussed.
The planning is that it yielded in week 4 of the holiday. Then follows the move and in the
last week will be open to parents.
4. Financial subjects
4.1 Results cash audit [Kees]
This year the audit of accounts is in good order. It's greatly improved t.o.v. last year.
Next year we need to think of someone who together with Kees can pick it up, so that a
year later it properly can be retrieved. Ricardo is going to transfer it to someone else. Like to
think about a possible new form, given the confidentiality.
SKPO: option next to the school account a student account. This bv. instead of an AC
account.
5. Staff subjects
5.1 Formation [Robert]
The formation is communicated. That of Water is around, for grassland there is still a vacancy
for Group 4 and a provisional vacancy for a replacement.
The new law work and Security requires a new approach around replacements.
6. Survey
Experience with meeting in English
It is the one easier than the other  Good to experience it once in this form!
Kees: is there interest in debating a lesson in Group 8? Sure, contact can contact recording
Gijsje.
And ... This was the very last meeting for Leon and Herman. Kees will take the Presidency, in
cooperation with Bianca. In the second week after the holidays there will be elections for new
parents.

We end this meeting with a justified thanks to our outgoing members Herman and Leon, and
thank also the contribution and involvement of our parents. And we pride ourselves on the
fascinating conversations that have produced, meetings always trust!

